
French IB Curriculum Map
Text: Bien Dit! French 1, 1A, 1B
Other Resources: Textbook ancillary materials (both print and digital), Teacher Prepared Materials, NYS Learning
Standards for LOTE Resource Guide

Note Well Abbreviations seen in Standards Column
*Communication Standard (CS1,2,3) & Culture Standard 4, 5 (CUS 4,5)

Standards Content Skills/Practices Materials/
Resources

Assessments (All)
Daily/Weekly/ Benchmarks

Timeline
(Months/Weeks
/Days)

CS1
CS2
CS3
CU4
CU5

Vocabulary
-Review
(greetings,
physical
descriptions and
personality traits,
likes and dislikes,
sports and leisure
activities, weather,
school supplies,
time, school
subjects)

Grammar
(Review of être
and avoir,
adjective
agreement, aller

-Ask for personal
information
-Ask for and give an
opinion
-Ask about one’s
interests
-Make plans
-Ask about school
and classes
-Ask and tell about
family relationships

-Bien dit! Textbook
and cahier d’activités
-Teacher generated
materials

-Vocabulary review quiz
-Grammar review quiz
-Review Assessment

Weeks 1-4 of
the course



and the futur
proche,
contractions, with
à and de,
possessive
adjectives, the
present tense of
regular -er and -re
verbs)

CS1
CS2
CS3
CU4
CU5

Vocabulary
-Breakfast foods
and drinks
-Place settings
-café foods

Grammar
-the partitive
-regular -ir verbs
-the verbs, vouloir,
prendre and boire
-the imperative
tense

-Offer, accept, and
refuse food
-Ask for and give an
opinion
-inquire about food
and place an order
-ask about prices
and pay the check

-Bien dit! Textbook
and cahier d’activités
chapitre 6
-Teacher generated
materials

-Vocabulary 6.1 & 6.2
quizzes
-partitive quiz
-regular -ir verb quiz
-vouloir verb quiz
-prendre verb quiz
-imperative tense quiz
-boire verb quiz
-chapter 6 test

Weeks 5-12 of
the course

CS1
CS2
CS3
CS4
CU4
CU5

Vocabulary
-clothing and
accessories
-sports equipment,
leather goods, and
jewelry
-numbers
1,000-1,000,000

Grammar

-offer and ask for
help in a store
-ask for and give
opinions
-ask about and give
prices
-make a decision

-Bien dit! Textbook
and cahier d’activités
chapitre 7
-Teacher generated
materials

-Vocabulary 7.1 & 7.2
quizzes
-demonstrative adjective
quiz
-interrogative adjective
quiz
-mettre verb quiz
-regular -er verbs in
passé composé quiz
-irregular verbs w/avoir

Weeks 13-20 of
the course



-demonstrative
adjectives,
interrogative
adjectives, the
verb mettre, the
passé composé of
of regular -er verbs
and certain
irregular verbs,
adverbs with the
passé composé

in passé composé quiz
-Chapter 7 test

CS1
CS2
CS3
CU4
CU5

Vocabulary
-chores
-house and
furniture

Grammar
-the verbs pouvoir
and devoir
-the passé
composéof regular
-ir and -re verbs
-negative
expressions

-ask for, give or
refuse permission
-tell how often you
do things
-describe a house
-tell where things
are

-Bien dit! Textbook
and cahier d’activités
chapitre 8
-Teacher generated
materials

-Vocabulary 8.1 & 8.2
vocabulary quizzes
-pouvoir and devoir verb
quiz
-passé composé of
regular -re and -ir verbs
quiz
-negative expressions
quiz
-dormir, sortir, partir and
servir verb quiz
-yer verb quiz
-chapter 8 test

Weeks 21-28 of
the course

CS1
CS2
CS3
CU4
CU5

Vocabulary
-places in the city
-means of
transportation
-at the pharmacy,
bank and post
office

-plan your day
-ask for and give
directions
-tell what you need
-make and respond
to requests

-Bien dit! Textbook
and cahier d’activités
chapitre 9
-Teacher generated
materials

-Vocabulary 9.1 & 9.2
vocabulary quizzes
-voir verb quiz
-savoir and connaître
verb quiz
-imperative tense quiz
-present tense review
quiz

Weeks 29-36 of
the course



Grammar
-the verb voir
-the verbs savoir
and connaître
-the imperative

-inversion quiz
-chapter 9 Test

CS1
CS2
CS3
CU4
CU5

Vocabulary
-review of
vocabulary from
chapters 6-9 for
cumulative exam

Grammar
-review of
grammar from
chapters 6-9 for
cumulative exam

-discuss going out to
eat and ordering
food
-shopping for
clothes and asking
for prices of items
-giving and making
opinions
-discuss what
chores are done at
home and describe
where one lives and
what is in the home
-plan one’s day in
the city and discuss
the different places
that one visits or has
to go to

-Bien dit! Textbook
chapters 6-9
-teacher generated
materials

-vocabulary review quiz
-grammar review quiz
-Final Exam test

Weeks 37-40


